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Abstract: Tandem catalysis is an attractive strategy to intensify
chemical technologies. However, simultaneous control over the
individual and concerted catalyst performances poses a challenge. We demonstrate that enhanced pore transport within
a Co/Al2O3 Fischer–Tropsch (FT) catalyst with hierarchical
porosity enables its tandem integration with a Pt/ZSM-5
zeolitic hydrotreating catalyst in a spatially distant fashion
that allows for catalyst-specific temperature adjustment. Nevertheless, this system resembles the case of close active-site
proximity by mitigating secondary reactions of primary FT
a-olefin products. This approach enables the combination of
in situ dewaxing with a minimum production of gaseous
hydrocarbons (18 wt %) and an up to twofold higher (50 wt %)
selectivity to middle distillates compared to tandem pairs based
on benchmark mesoporous FT catalysts. An overall 80 %
selectivity to liquid hydrocarbons from syngas is attained in
one step, attesting to the potential of this strategy for increasing
the carbon efficiency in intensified gas-to-liquid technologies.

Materials with multimodal porosities that extend over

several length scales hold the promise of unprecedented
performance in various disciplines, from biotechnology[1] to
energy storage and conversion,[2] adsorption,[3] and catalysis.[4]
In catalysis, hierarchically organized porosities serve to adjust
the kinetics of molecular transport, an effect that can be
exploited to reduce or eliminate diffusion constraints, adjust
selectivity, or extend the lifetime of solid catalysts.[5] One field
in which control over molecular transport might be of
particular relevance is tandem catalysis, a concept that relies
on the integration of two catalysts to steer consecutive
reactions in a single step. While it stands for an elegant and
efficient means towards the intensification of chemical
processes,[6] the integration of different solid catalysts sharing
a common reaction medium often means that each catalyst
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ularly notorious challenge is the management of the rates at
which the integrated catalysts do not only individually
process, but also collectively exchange molecules by transport
processes to avoid, for example, derivation of intermediate
products through undesired secondary reactions, something
elegantly achieved in natureQs enzymatic tandem reactions by
complex substrate channeling phenomena.[7]
The conversion of syngas (H2 and CO) into C2+ products is
an area where tandem catalysis offers means to circumvent
selectivity boundaries set by intrinsically unselective step
growth polymerization mechanisms.[8] In this context, the
tandem integration of highly active cobalt-based Fischer–
Tropsch synthesis (FTS) and zeolite-based hydrocracking
catalysts to produce liquid hydrocarbons from syngas in
a single step has been proposed as an attractive approach
towards the simplification, miniaturization, and intensification of syngas-to-liquid technologies.[8c–e] This is required for
the valorization of delocalized carbon resources, such as
lignocellulosic biomass or stranded natural gas, into transportable liquid hydrocarbons, circumventing the wax handling required in conventional large-scale multistep processes.
However, major hurdles include the excessive production of
light hydrocarbons, associated with methanation and hydrogenolysis reaction pathways on FTS catalysts operating at the
higher temperatures needed for the hydrocracking reactions,
alongside over-cracking of FT n-paraffins on the hydrocracking catalyst. These restraints limit the ultimate selectivity to
the preferred middle-distillates hydrocarbon fraction (generally < 35 wt %) and undesirably contribute to the production
of gaseous C4@ hydrocarbons (often > 30 wt %).[9]
The process showcases the potential benefits expected
from an effective mitigation of undesired secondary reactions
of intermediate products by adjustment of their transport
rates between the active sites of the solid catalysts operating
in tandem. Our recent studies with model feedstocks suggest
that a higher concentration of the most primary FT products
(a-olefins) on the hydrocracking catalyst could enable
improved product selectivities by curbing over-cracking and
limiting gas production.[10] However, the abundance of
a-olefins in the hydrocarbon mixture exchanged by the
integrated catalysts is generally very small as these reactive
primary products are effectively depleted by pore-transportenhanced secondary reactions, such as hydrogenation on the
metal sites into n-paraffins, within the actual FT catalyst
particles (see the Supporting Information, Figure S1).[11]
Herein, we report that the design of Fischer–Tropsch catalysts
with a tailored multimodal porosity provides a lever on the
rates of pore molecular transport, which can be exploited to
“channel” these primary FT products onto a tandem hydro-
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